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Abstract

In recent years, open science practices have become increasingly popular in psychology

and related sciences. These practices aim to increase rigour and transparency in science as

a potential response to the challenges posed by the replication crisis. Many of these reforms

– including the highly influential preregistration – have been designed for experimental work

that tests simple hypotheses with standard statistical analyses, such as assessing whether

an experimental manipulation has an effect on a variable of interest. However, psychology

is a diverse field of research, and the somewhat narrow focus of the prevalent discussions

surrounding and templates for preregistration has led to debates on how appropriate these

reforms are for areas of research with more diverse hypotheses and more complex methods

of analysis, such as cognitive modelling research within mathematical psychology. Our

article attempts to bridge the gap between open science and mathematical psychology,

focusing on the type of cognitive modelling that Crüwell, Stefan, & Evans (2019) labelled

model application, where researchers apply a cognitive model as a measurement tool to test

hypotheses about parameters of the cognitive model. Specifically, we (1) discuss several

potential researcher degrees of freedom within model application, (2) provide the first

preregistration template for model application, and (3) provide an example of a preregistered

model application using our preregistration template. More broadly, we hope that our

discussions and proposals constructively advance the debate surrounding preregistration in

cognitive modelling, and provide a guide for how preregistration templates may be developed

in other diverse or complex research contexts.
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The replication crisis has been an issue for psychology and related fields since at least

2011 (Pashler & Wagenmakers, 2012), though many of the associated problems are likely

much older (cf. e.g., Sterling, 1959; Cohen, 1965; Meehl, 1967). These problems have led to

the proposal of a variety of reforms – often termed open science practices – which emphasise

rigour, specificity, the constraint of flexibility, and transparency. These practices include

data sharing (Klein et al., 2018), preregistration (Wagenmakers, Wetzels, Borsboom, van der

Maas, & Kievit, 2012), and the journal article format Registered Reports (Chambers et al.,

2014). The term open science is commonly used to refer to these practices as they encourage

openness in the sense of transparent and accessible research (Crüwell et al., 2018), which in

combination with specificity and constraint are essential to counteract the effect of cognitive

biases and other pressures that may influence scientific findings (Munafò et al., 2017). The

current article focuses on the open science practice of preregistration, which we discuss in

more detail below, and how it might be implemented within cognitive modelling studies,

which we discuss in more detail in the following sections.

Preregistration involves the specification of a researcher’s plans for a study, including

hypotheses and analyses, typically before the study is conducted. This usually takes the form

of a document that contains these plans, which is made available online. Preregistration

can help constrain researcher degrees of freedom (i.e., undisclosed flexibility in study design,

data collection, and/or data analysis; Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011), and alleviate

the effects of questionable research practices (QRPs) such as hypothesising after results are

known (HARKing; Kerr, 1998) or p-hacking. This is important as each of these practices

can render the interpretations of results based on seemingly confirmatory analyses invalid

(Wagenmakers et al., 2012). Thus, while most published studies in psychology claim to

be confirmatory, it may be difficult to know whether these studies truly are confirmatory

without the a-priori specification of hypotheses and analysis plans, particularly given the

incredibly high incidence of findings falling in line with the “confirmatory” predictions of

psychology studies (Fanelli, 2010).
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Ideally, the constraint imposed by preregistration should clearly distinguish between

the exploratory and confirmatory steps within a research project (i.e., separate prediction

from “postdiction”; Wagenmakers et al., 2012). However, the fact that a study is

preregistered should not be taken as a marker of quality, as the preregistration document

may lack the specificity needed to effectively constrain potential researcher degrees of

freedom (Veldkamp et al., 2018), and the decisions made in the preregistration may not

be well justified or appropriate (Szollosi et al., 2019). The Registered Reports format

allows for an assessment of the quality of the pre-specified plan through an initial round

of peer-review before the study is conducted, meaning that researchers can alter their pre-

specified plans based on reviewer feedback (Chambers et al., 2014). However, this is not

the case for the standard practice of preregistration, and many psychology journals do not

currently include a Registered Report article format, meaning that researchers may initially

struggle to create preregistration documents that are appropriately detailed and justified

(Nosek, Ebersole, DeHaven, & Mellor, 2018). Several preregistration templates have

been developed to assist researchers in creating preregistration documents, such as those

provided by the Open Science Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/prereg/) and AsPredicted

(https://aspredicted.org/), as well as checklists to assess the quality and constraint of a

preregistration document (Wicherts et al., 2016). These templates and checklists have

been designed as general-purpose tools for experimental psychology. Therefore, they are

applicable to studies where researchers are interested in testing simple hypotheses, such as

whether an experimental manipulation has an effect on a variable of interest, with simple

analysis tools, such as a null hypothesis significance test on an interaction term within an

ANOVA.

A large proportion of psychology studies fall within the standard experimental

framework that these general-purpose templates and checklists have been designed to

accommodate, making these tools of broad use to many researchers in psychology. However,

psychology is a diverse field of research, and several areas of psychology commonly involve

studies with more diverse hypotheses and more complex methods of analysis. Importantly,
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the central focus of preregistration endeavours on purely experimental research has led

to debates on how appropriate preregistration is for psychological research that is not

purely experimental, particularly in the area of cognitive modelling, where researchers

use mathematical models that are formal representations of cognitive processes to better

understand human cognition (Wagenmakers & Evans, 2018; Lewandowsky, 2019; Lee

et al., 2019; Crüwell et al., 2019; MacEachern & Van Zandt, 2019; Szollosi et al.,

2019; Vandekerckhove et al., 2019). Although some question the general usefulness of

preregistration in areas of psychology research with more diverse hypotheses and more

complex analyses (MacEachern & Van Zandt, 2019; Szollosi et al., 2019), others believe that

preregistration could still serve an important purpose in constraining researcher degrees of

freedom (Wagenmakers & Evans, 2018; Lee et al., 2019; Crüwell et al., 2019). However, the

preregistration tools currently available to researchers may make achieving proper constraint

practically infeasible, as the exact researcher degrees of freedom in these areas of research can

differ greatly from those in purely experimental psychology (Wagenmakers & Evans 2018;

Lee et al. 2019; Crüwell et al. 2019; Vandekerckhove et al. 2019; though also see Arnold

et al. 2019 for a cognitive modelling study with a well-constrained preregistration using

existing tools). Recent research has already begun to create more specific preregistration

templates for more specific areas of research, such as in qualitative research (Haven &

Grootel, 2019; Kern & Skrede Gleditsch, 2017), experience sampling methodology (Kirtley

et al., 2019), secondary data analysis (Mertens & Krypotos, 2019; Weston et al., 2018;

van den Akker et al., 2019), and fMRI studies (Flannery, 2018). Therefore, the further

development of method- and field-specific preregistration templates and checklists may

improve the applicability of preregistration to areas of psychology research with more diverse

hypotheses and more complex analyses, similar to how the development of general-purpose

preregistration templates and checklists have helped researchers to create well-constrained

preregistration documents for purely experimental studies.

Our article aims to bridge the gap between previous preregistration endeavours and

research in areas of psychology with diverse hypotheses and complex analyses. At a general
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level, we wish to showcase that preregistration can be used to constrain potential researcher

degrees of freedom in more complex research contexts, and that field specific preregistration

templates are important for both understanding and constraining these degrees of freedom.

More specifically, we develop an initial preregistration template for cognitive modelling

research, building on the initial suggestions of Lee et al. (2019), who proposed the concept of

“registered modelling reports”, as well as Crüwell et al. (2019), who proposed four potential

categories for different types of cognitive modelling and suggested that different categories

are likely to have different researcher degrees of freedom (i.e., different categories require

different templates). Our article focuses on the category of cognitive modelling that Crüwell

et al. (2019) labelled model application, where researchers apply a cognitive model as a

measurement tool to test hypotheses about parameters of the cognitive model, such as

assessing whether an experimental manipulation has an effect on a parameter of interest.

The remainder of this article will take the following format. First, we explain the

concept of cognitive modelling, as well as the category of model application and how it

differs from other categories of cognitive modelling. Second, we detail several additional

researcher degrees of freedom that we believe are relevant to model application, and how

they can make the preregistration process more complicated than in purely experimental

work. Third, we provide a preregistration template for model application, including an

example implementation to showcase how it can help to constrain researcher degrees of

freedom. Fourth, we discuss the potential limitations of our template – most notably,

that our template only covers model application, and that cognitive modelling studies

often involve an interplay between different categories of cognitive modelling – and future

directions for developing templates for other categories of cognitive modelling. We hope

that our discussions and proposals will constructively advance the debate surrounding

preregistration in cognitive modelling, and provide a guide for how preregistration templates

may be developed in other diverse or complex research contexts.
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Cognitive Modelling

Cognitive modelling is the formal description of theories about psychological processes

(Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2018). Unlike statistical models, cognitive models contain

parameters that have psychological interpretations (Busemeyer & Diederich, 2010), and

the assumptions of cognitive models are designed to align with actual human behaviour.

Cognitive models do not intend to provide perfect representations of psychological processes,

but rather useful formal instantiations of psychological theory (i.e., “All models are wrong,

but some are useful.”; Box, 1979, p.202), which can enable more precise insight than

is possible using verbal theories (McClelland, 2009). Importantly, “cognitive modelling”

serves as an umbrella term that comprises diverse hypotheses and methods of analysis,

with cognitive models being capable of serving a variety of different functions to answer

a range of different research questions, spanning the spectrum from purely exploratory to

purely confirmatory.

Although the diversity within cognitive modelling research is undoubtedly a positive

feature, as it allows for cognitive models to provide unique insights into psychological

processes in a range of different contexts, this diversity can also lead to some potential

pitfalls. One key example is the increasingly discussed abundance of “modeler’s degrees

of freedom” (Dutilh et al., 2018), where differences in approaches and interpretations –

for example, in interpreting model success and model failure (McClelland, 2009; Roberts

& Pashler, 2000) – can influence the results and conclusions of a study. Furthermore, the

potential degrees of freedom in approaches and interpretations are not always transparent,

which can impede the effectiveness of the research process, potentially leading to issues

such as the rare reuse of existing models (Addyman & French, 2012). Importantly, these

issues are precisely what many open science practices – particularly preregistration – have

been designed to address in purely experimental areas of psychology research. Therefore, it

seems possible that preregistration could be a useful tool for at least some parts of cognitive

modelling research, which could reduce the potential modeler’s degrees of freedom and allow

for a more transparent research process.
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Despite the intuitive appeal of preregistration as a possible solution to the abundance

of modeler’s degrees of freedom within cognitive modelling, the potential introduction of

preregistration to cognitive modelling has been a contentious issue (Wagenmakers & Evans,

2018; Lewandowsky, 2019; Lee et al., 2019; Crüwell et al., 2019; MacEachern & Van Zandt,

2019; Szollosi et al., 2019; Vandekerckhove et al., 2019). One potential reason for this debate

is the previously mentioned diversity within cognitive modelling, where cognitive models

can be used in a range of different contexts to answer a range of different research questions.

Importantly, putting a single set of constraints on cognitive modelling across all contexts

would greatly reduce the modeller’s degrees of freedom, but would also prevent much of the

diversity that make cognitive models such a useful instrument within psychology research.

Furthermore, different contexts are likely to have different relavant degrees of freedom,

meaning that a single set of constraints for the entirety of cognitive modelling would likely

be inappropriate and ineffective. As a potential first step to allowing the constraint of

modeller’s degrees of freedom, while also maintaining the diversity in cognitive modelling,

Crüwell et al. (2019) proposed that it may be useful to separate cognitive modelling research

into four discrete categories: model development, model evaluation, model comparison, and

model application. Model development involves the initial development of a model, or the

extension/reduction of an existing model to create a new model, which is often an iterative,

exploratory process. Model evaluation involves assessing whether a model, or multiple

models, can qualitatively capture certain trends in empirical data, with these trends often

referred to as “qualitative benchmarks”. Model comparison involves directly contrasting

multiple models on their ability to account for a set of empirical data, which is usually

performed quantitatively through model selection methods (e.g., AIC, Akaike 1974; BIC,

Schwarz 1978; see Evans 2019a for a discussion).

Model application, which will be the focus of our article, involves using an existing

cognitive model to answer research questions about specific components of the underlying

cognitive process. The chosen model is assumed to provide an accurate representation

of the cognitive process underlying the data, and researchers are often interested in how
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the components change over experimental conditions and/or groups, with these changes

often having meaningful interpretations for related theories (e.g., task differences between

older and younger adults; Ratcliff, Thapar, & McKoon, 2001). Model application involves

using cognitive models in a similar manner to statistical models (e.g., ANOVA), though

the assessments are performed on the theoretically meaningful parameters estimated within

the cognitive model, rather than the variables directly observed within the data, creating

several degrees of freedom that are not present in purely experimental research using only

statistical models. However, model application is the category of cognitive modelling that

is most closely related to the purely experimental research that previous preregistration

efforts have been focused on, particularly as it is highly confirmatory in nature, making

it the ideal category for initial preregistration efforts within cognitive modelling. In the

next section we will provide a concrete discussion of potential modeller’s degrees of freedom

within model application – degrees of freedom that are not present in purely experimental

research – which will form the basis for our preregistration template.

Researcher Degrees of Freedom in Model Application

What makes a good preregistration, and thus a good preregistration template? There

are a variety of proposals for high-quality preregistrations, which differ in the amount

of detail required from the researcher regarding their exact research plan (e.g., van ’t

Veer & Giner-Sorolla, 2016; Simmons et al., 2017; Wicherts et al., 2016). Similarly,

different preregistration templates ask different questions, which differ in their level of

detail and how much they prompt the researcher with specific instructions. Broadly,

a good preregistration should make it easier to differentiate between exploratory and

confirmatory research, by transparently constraining researcher degrees of freedom (i.e.,

flexibility in study design, data collection, analysis, and reporting; Wicherts et al., 2016;

Simmons et al., 2011). Previous research has suggested that preregistration templates

can have meaningful differences on the quality of preregistrations. For example, a

comparison between preregistration documents that used one of the two commonly used
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OSF preregistration templates showed that the less detailed OSF Standard Pre-Data

Collection Registration template (since replaced by an improved standard form) led to

less specific preregistrations than the more detailed OSF Prereg Challenge template, with

the latter being better at restricting researcher degrees of freedom (Veldkamp et al., 2018).

Veldkamp et al. (2018) also proposed a stringent checklist for assessing the quality

of preregistrations by checking whether all applicable researcher degrees of freedom are

appropriately restricted by the preregistration. On a general level, it has been emphasised

that a preregistration should lead to a plan that is specific (all steps to be taken are

included), precise (each step is unambiguous), and exhaustive (there is no room left for other

steps to be taken), so as to restrict the use of researcher degrees of freedom (Wicherts et al.,

2016). Using standard templates, researchers in purely experimental areas of research may

be better able to create a specific, precise, and exhaustive preregistration that restricts the

researcher degrees of freedom present in these experimental contexts. However, restricting

these commonly discussed generic researcher degrees of freedom is not sufficient for a

successful preregistration in more complex contexts, such as model application. In fact,

there have been cognitive modelling preregistrations submitted to the OSF that mentioned

no more than the general modelling approach1, which is understandable given that these

preregistration templates were not designed for cognitive modelling studies.

In order to appropriately apply preregistration to research contexts that are not purely

experimental, it is important to identify the unique researcher degrees of freedom within

the area of research that the preregistration should ideally constrain. Below, we identify

several degrees of freedom that we believe are present within model application, and then

provide a more detailed discussion of these degrees of freedom and why they are important.

Note that many previously identified researcher degrees of freedom – such as studying a

vague hypothesis, ad-hoc exclusion of outliers, or specifying the pre-processing of data in an

ad-hoc manner (Wicherts et al., 2016; Simmons et al., 2011) – are also applicable to model

application, meaning that previous lists of researcher degrees of freedom should be extended

1Note that we do not cite specific example here, as we do not wish to “name and shame” researchers who
have attempted to preregister their cognitive modelling studies.
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for model application by adding the following category-appropriate modeller’s degrees of

freedom:

Cognitive Model

M1: Choosing a type of cognitive model.

M2: Specifying the exact parameterisation of the model(s).

M3: If applicable, specifying the (theoretical) motivation for these choices.

Parameter Estimation

E1: Deciding on the method of parameter estimation.

E2: Specifying settings/priors for parameter estimation.

E3: If the the data are going to be summarised into descriptive statistics, specifying

which descriptive statistics will be used and how.

Statistical Inference

I1: Choosing a method of statistical inference on parameters (e.g., when comparing

conditions). [This is largely covered by existing templates]

I2: Specifying what parameters will be assessed (e.g., allowed to vary across

experimental conditions).

Robustness Checks

RC1: Performing and/or reporting robustness checks.

Issues and Peculiarities in Preregistering Model Application

The concrete list of modeller’s degrees of freedom above provides an indication of what

factors should be constrained by an exhaustive preregistration in model application, beyond

the general researcher degrees of freedom. Here, we discuss these factors and some potential
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pitfalls surrounding them, including the pre-specification of theoretical motivations, model

parameterisations, estimation methods, preexisting data, outlier exclusions, parameter

recovery studies, and robustness checks, as well as alternative minimal standards (i.e., when

preregistration is not possible or not desired) for transparency in model application.

First and foremost, it is important that the choices made at all stages are justified

and motivated, which is often not the case in cognitive modelling studies (Dutilh et

al., 2018). The supplementary materials of Dutilh et al. (2018) contain a collection of

analysis decisions and motivations of different teams analysing the same datasets using

different methods2. While many of the conclusions made by different teams were similar,

the discrepancies caused by each team’s unique choices reveal how modeller’s degrees of

freedom can influence inferences, making well-motivated choices crucial. Considering that

one of the main advantages of cognitive modelling is generalisability based on substantive

explanations for psychological phenomena (Busemeyer & Diederich, 2010), one could argue

that it is also a modeller’s degree of freedom to not prespecify motivations or justifications

for different decisions. For example, failing to specify which assumptions are central

theoretical components of a model (i.e., the core assumptions) and which are only included

out of practical necessity (i.e., the ancillary assumptions) can lead to situations where core

assumptions can be written off as ancillary assumptions when they perform poorly, or do

not produce the desired results (see Evans, 2019b, for a discussion). Similarly, when an

assumption is not theoretically motivated, it should be clearly noted to avoid confusion or

overinterpretation (Cooper & Guest, 2014). Therefore, preregistration seems to be useful

both for the a-priori justification of choices, and for the clarification of which choices do not

have clear justifications.

Furthermore, it is crucial to clearly pre-specify model(s) of interest – “the players of

the game” (Lee et al., 2019) – as well as the specific parameterisation(s) of each model of

interest, as there are a large number of possible variants of any model that may be applied

(Heathcote et al., 2015). An ideal preregistration would include a complete plate diagram

2These supplementary materials can be found at http://osf.io/egrnn.

http://osf.io/egrnn
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(or equivalent), such as Figure 1 below, where the model and parameterisation is specified,

as well as any explicit dependencies between parameters, and any restrictions placed on the

values of the parameters (see Appendix A). For example, if Bayesian hierarchical modelling

is used for parameter estimation, the structure of the hierarchical model and the prior

distributions over the parameters should be included within the parameterisation. Any

post-hoc addition to, or modulation of, the model or the parameterisation should be clearly

labelled as exploratory rather than confirmatory. Otherwise, the ability to adjust these

factors can – at least in some cases – allow cognitive models to produce any possible result

(cf Jones & Dzhafarov, 2014b,a), which would arguably be the ultimate degree of freedom.

An effective preregistration of the model and the model parameterisation can constrain

these potential researcher degrees of freedom, which would help ensure more rigorous model

application work.

Following the model and its parameterisation, the next subsection of the

preregistration template for model application is concerned with parameter estimation.

In any situation when parameters are estimated, researchers should be clear on how they

will estimate the parameters, and how the estimated parameters will be used as part of

the analyses. However, in many cases researchers might only be interested in parameter

estimation as a means of getting to the inference measure, as is the case for many Bayes

factor approximation methods (Kass & Raftery, 1995; Annis et al., 2019; Evans & Annis,

2019; Gronau et al., 2017), which should be explicitly stated. Moreover, it is not always

necessary to estimate the parameters to obtain an inference measure (see Evans & Brown,

2018), and in these cases the parameter estimation section may be replaced with a statement

that explains why parameter estimation is not of interest here, meaning that any subsequent

estimation of parameters would belong in an exploratory section.

One part of standard preregistration documents that will likely need to be adapted

for many model application studies is information about original data collection, as many

cognitive modelling studies reuse existing data. Preregistration of secondary data analyses is

a challenge in itself, which has begun to be addressed with several proposed templates (see
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Mertens & Krypotos, 2019; Weston et al., 2018; van den Akker et al., 2019). Although

such a preregistration will not function in quite the same way as it is meant to with

original data, the added transparency of openly stating pre-existing knowledge will hopefully

provide similar credibility, and at the very least enable the reader to put the results into

context (Nosek et al., 2018). Therefore, our preregistration template integrates parts of

the preregistration template for secondary data proposed by Weston et al. (2018). In cases

where existing data sets are used, the sections on conducting and designing the study –

“Sampling Plan”, “Design Plan”, and “Variables” – should be replaced by the section

“Data Description for Pre-existing Data”.

Moreover, there are two aspects already included in general preregistration templates

that still deserve a separate discussion in the context of cognitive modelling in general

and model application in particular. Firstly, a necessary pre-specification that is already

included in most preregistration templates is the decision on how outliers are excluded and

data are pre-processed. In purely experimental studies, this is usually focused at the level

of entire participants. This becomes more intricate in model application studies, as models

are often estimated using the combined information from individual trials, meaning that

researchers may want to exclude individual trials as well as entire participants from data

analysis. Therefore, researchers conducting model application studies should clearly specify

exclusion criteria for both individual trials and entire participants, and in which order these

exclusions should be applied, as the exclusion of a subset of trials could influence whether

or not a participant is excluded by the participant exclusion criteria. Secondly, in purely

experimental studies, the aspect of power analysis is usually focused on the classic concept

of statistical power (i.e., the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis given that it is false,

within a null hypothesis significance testing framework). This also becomes more intricate

within model application, as the analysis process is not simply a statistical test, and studies

often use inference techniques other than null hypothesis significance testing. Other factors

within model application are highly dependent on the experimental design, however, such

as the precision of the parameters estimated from the cognitive model. Therefore, when
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considering preregistration in model application, the classical power analysis used within

purely experimental contexts could potentially be replaced with a parameter recovery study

that matches the preregistered experimental design, model, and model parameterisation

(Heathcote et al., 2015).

Although we believe that preregistration shows clear promise as a useful tool within

model application, we can understand how some researchers within the field of mathematical

psychology may still be skeptical regarding its utility. One previous argument against the

utility of preregistration has been that cognitive modelling research has other, superior

practices for ensuring the robustness of their findings, such as robustness checks (see e.g.,

a tweet by Morey, 2018). However, we disagree with the stance that robustness checks

provide an alternative to preregistration, as the performing and reporting of robustness

checks provide a large potential degree of freedom. Specifically, if researchers were to only

perform or report the robustness checks that were successful in showing their results to be

robust, then readers would likely become overconfident in the results of the study, as the

findings were robust against all reported robustness checks. Therefore, although we agree

that robustness checks are an important part of model application (and more generally,

cognitive modelling research), we disagree that they are an alternative to preregistration,

and instead are an aspect of the study that should be included within a preregistration

document.

There may be other good arguments against the use of preregistration in model

application, and researchers might be interested in alternative methods that also provide

increased transparency. Any researcher looking for an alternative to preregistration could

consider the provision of well-documented code as a minimal standard for making their

study more transparent. In fact, writing and posting well-documented analysis code on

an online repository before the analysis is conducted could even be considered a minimal

preregistration, as it would function to constrain many of the degrees of freedom that we

discussed above. Nevertheless, it should be noted that without sufficient documentation and

comments the analysis code may be difficult to use, and thus, the results may be difficult
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to reproduce. Therefore, researchers who choose this alternative to preregistration should

invest a reasonable amount of time into developing well-documented code.

A Template for Preregistration in Model Application

Taking the previous considerations into account, we developed a template for

preregistration in model application, which can either be used in the context of standard

preregistration, or as a basis for the Registered Modelling Reports journal format suggested

by Lee et al. (2019), which builds on the conventional Registered Reports journal format

(Chambers et al., 2014). Note that we are not attempting to claim that this is the

only way that researchers should preregister studies involving model application, or that

researchers must use preregistration in model application studies. Rather, we believe that

our preregistration template may be a useful tool to help ensure robustness and transparency

in model application studies. It should also be noted that there is already at least one

example of a modelling study using a detailed preregistration (Arnold, Heck, Bröder, Meiser,

& Boywitt, 2019), meaning that our template is not the only method for creating a highly

constraining preregistration document in model application. However, this study by Arnold

et al. (2019) seems to be the exception to the rule: preregistration in model application

appears to be quite rare, and most other preregistration documents in model application do

not sufficiently constrain the types of modeller’s degrees of freedom that we discuss above.

This suggests that a preregistration template specific to model application and constraining

the appropriate modeller’s degrees of freedom could be of great use.

Note that to make our preregistration template as concrete as possible, each part of

our preregistration template will be accompanied by an example related to our example

application. The details of our example application can be found in the next section.
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Preregistration Template

Taking into account the modeller’s degrees of freedom and the potential issues that

we discussed earlier, we combined the preregistration template “OSF Prereg”3 with parts

of the secondary data analysis template (Weston et al., 2018), and used this as a basis

for our model application preregistration template. Based on our discussion of the unique

modeller’s degrees of freedom in model application, our template also involved adapting,

removing, and adding some sections. We discuss the sections that we have added below,

and the full template can be seen in Appendix B.

It should also be noted that in order for a preregistration to be exhaustive, it is

important to repeatedly use clarifying words such as “only” to constrain the choices made

to only those mentioned in the preregistration (Wicherts et al., 2016). A template for

preregistration can be helpful in emphasising this, as it asks specific questions and hopefully

encourages exhaustiveness. Therefore, the additions proposed here prompt answers that are

as specific as possible. In particular, we added the following sections:

A. Cognitive Model (Required)

A.1 Please include the type of model used (e.g., diffusion model, linear ballistic

accumulator model), and a specific parameterisation/parameterisations.

A.2 Example As in Evans, Bennett, & Brown (2018), the parameters of a simple

diffusion model will be estimated, namely only: drift rate (v), starting point (z),

threshold (a), non-decision time (ter). This differs from Evans & Brown (2017),

where the full diffusion model was estimated, i.e., including between-trial variability

parameters for drift rate, starting point, and non-decision time. These between-trial

variability parameters were not relevant for Evans & Brown (2017), and without them,

the simple diffusion model has better parameter recovery results (Lerche & Voss, 2016).

Figure 1 shows a plate diagram of the hierarchical structure used for the qualitative

3See: http://docs.google.com/document/d/1DaNmJEtBy04bq1l5OxS4JAscdZEkUGATURWwnBKLYxk/edit.
This is a detailed preregistration template, and seems to be based on the detailed Prereg challenge template
which was positively evaluated earlier.

http://docs.google.com/document/d/1DaNmJEtBy04bq1l5OxS4JAscdZEkUGATURWwnBKLYxk/edit
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model-based analysis assessing 1) whether groups appear to get closer to optimality

over time, 2) whether each group differs from optimality, and 3) whether there appears

to be a difference between the groups (see Analysis Plan for more information); i

indexes participants, and j indexes blocks. Only the threshold parameter varies between

blocks, to estimate changes in the speed accuracy trade-off.

A.3 More information The architecture of the model should be pre-specified in a

way that is specific, precise, and exhaustive. To this end, you should ideally include

a plate diagram (see e.g., Figure 1) and specify the relevant equations. Motivate your

choices. Note: If you are using e.g. Bayesian hierarchical modelling for parameter

estimation, the structure of the hierarchical model and the prior distribution over the

parameters belong into this parameterisation as well.

B. Method of Parameter Estimation (Required)

B.1 Please specify and motivate your method of parameter estimation.

B.2 Example Only Bayesian hierarchical modeling will be used to estimate the

parameters of the diffusion model, constraining individual-level parameters to follow

group-level truncated normal distributions. For the estimation model (see Figure 1),

the two groups (fixed-trial and fixed-time) are given a separate hierarchical structure,

and the group-level parameters are not constrained between groups. Following Evans

& Brown (2017) and Evans et al. (2018), we will use likelihood functions taken from

the “fast-dm” toolbox (Voss & Voss, 2007) for the calculation of the density function

of the simple diffusion model. For the first model, for sampling from the posterior

distributions over parameters, we will use Markov-chain Monte Carlo with differential

evolution proposals (Turner et al., 2013), using 66 chains, drawing 3,000 samples

from each, and discarding the first 1,500 samples (as in Evans & Brown, 2017, see

supplementary materials).
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B.3 More information If you are not interested in the parameters and are going

straight to statistical inference without estimating the parameters, please state this

clearly and motivate this choice. If you are using Bayesian methods, specify and

motivate priors. In general, specify as much as possible, including for example the

starting point (distribution) for estimation. If the data are going to be summarised

into descriptive statistics, state which descriptive statistics will be used, and how.

C. Robustness Checks and Sensitivity Analyses

C.1 Please specify any planned robustness checks and/or sensitivity analyses, if any.

C.2 Example The key analysis will be replicated a) including participants/trials that

were initially excluded in line with our exclusion criteria, and b) using a model in

which the threshold parameter and the drift rate parameter vary across blocks. Their

results will be mentioned alongside the key results, and interpreted accordingly. If

these results show a lack of robustness, this will be an interesting outcome worthy of

further investigation.

C.3More information This section ensures that robustness checks are not performed

and/or reported selectively. It is important to note that, given the preregistration of

modelling and analyses, it should be clear that any lack of robustness is at least not

due to post-hoc, data-driven choices.

By adding these sections to a combination of the new standard, detailed OSF

preregistration template and the template for secondary data use, and by adapting

relevant sections to the needs of model application research, we provide a template for

limiting researcher and modeler’s degrees of freedom in model application. The section

on cognitive models requires a choice of cognitive model and the specification of the exact

parameterisation(s) used, and encourages the description of specific motivations for each

choice. Any post-hoc addition or modulation is then clearly exploratory rather than

confirmatory research. In the parameter section, the researchers are asked to provide
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Figure 1. : Example of a plate diagram used to preregister the parameterisation of the
model, taken from our example application; corresponding distributions can be found in
the full preregistration in Appendix A.

information on the method of parameter estimation, including specific settings and/or

priors used. The robustness section asks researchers to specify which robustness checks

and sensitivity analyses will be performed, and how these will be interpreted. In the

fully adapted and combined preregistration template (see Appendix B), researchers are

further asked to specify for example how they are going to do statistical inference on which

parameters.

Example Application

Example Application Background

Our example application focuses on applying evidence accumulation models (also

commonly referred to as sequential sampling models), which have been hugely useful

and influential in the (cognitive) psychology literature (Evans & Wagenmakers, 2019;

Forstmann, Ratcliff, & Wagenmakers, 2016), and are thus an ideal focus for our discussions

of preregistration in model application. Evidence accumulation models describe the

fundamental process of making a decision between alternatives in the presence of noise

(e.g., Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff & Smith, 2004; Brown & Heathcote, 2008; Usher & McClelland,

2001), where evidence accumulates for the different decision alternatives until the evidence
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for one reaches a threshold, and a decision is made. These models provide an account

of the well-known speed-accuracy trade-off, where decision-makers must strike a balance

between speed and accuracy, as collecting more information leads to more accurate results

at the cost of more time, whereas deciding more quickly might lead to more errors. The

key parameters of evidence accumulation models are the drift rate, which reflects how good

people are at the task, the decision threshold, which reflects how cautious people are at the

task, and the non-decision time, which reflects how long is spent on perceptual and motor

processes.

Our example application aimed to replicate and analytically extend a surprising result

on the speed-accuracy trade-off in Evans & Brown (2017) using a previously collected

data set. Evans & Brown (2017) used a random dot motion task with a fixed difficulty

level for all decisions (in order to ensure that a single fixed boundary could produce an

optimal threshold setting; Bogacz et al. 2006) to investigate whether participants can

optimise their speed-accuracy trade-off – in terms of reward rate – in different settings.

This involved experimentally varying the amount of feedback participants received and

whether participants were given a fixed amount of time or a fixed number of trials in

each block, and then estimating the parameters of the diffusion model using Bayesian

hierarchical modelling. The main finding of Evans & Brown (2017) was that with enough

practice and feedback, people were able to optimise the speed-accuracy trade-off, and that

they do so faster with increasing amounts of feedback. Interestingly, they also found that

participants who completed a fixed number of trials per block were closer to optimality

than participants who completed trials for a fixed amount of time in each block, which

is in conflict to previous research (Starns & Ratcliff, 2012). This surprising result is the

focus of our example application; specifically, we aim to replicate the superiority of “fixed-

trial” conditions over “fixed-time” conditions in leading participants closer to reward rate

optimality, using a different data set and updated analysis methods.

As all feedback groups in Evans & Brown (2017) showed the same general effect, the

focus in this example dataset is on the effects of a “medium” amount of feedback for fixed
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trials and fixed time groups, replicating the middle row of their Figure 3. The assessment in

Evans & Brown (2017) was rather qualitative and not very rigorously defined, making this

a good opportunity to show how preregistration in cognitive modelling can add rigor and

transparency in situations with many potential researcher degrees of freedom. Furthermore,

we analytically extended this replication by calculating Bayes factors to more robustly

establish whether the groups differ in their distance from optimality, and if so, determine

the strength of evidence in favour of the effect (which is not provided by the method in

Evans & Brown 2017).

Example Application Sample & Materials

We used a subset of an existing dataset consisting of 70 participants who were

recruited at the University of Newcastle and received course credit for their participation.

The task used was the random dot kinetogram, following Evans & Brown (2017) and Evans

et al. (2018). The participants were randomly (and equally) divided into the two groups

of fixed trials and fixed time. Note that power analyses are not currently possible for the

application of complex cognitive models, and more generally, the concept of power is only

applicable within a significance testing framework with meaningful cut-off points between

an effect being present and not being present. Instead, we planned to use Bayes factors for

a more continuous, strength of evidence approach.

For all participants, the first block of trials was excluded to allow for participants

to become adequately practiced at the task. Trials with response times below 150ms or

above 10000ms were excluded as anticipatory responses and trials where participants lost

attention, respectively4. Participants with task accuracy below 60% (following Evans et al.,

2018) or less than 200 eligible trials (based on the number of trials required for accurate

parameter estimation) were excluded. Applying these criteria resulted in the exclusion of

9 participants from the fixed-time condition (8 due to accuracy, 1 due to too few eligible

trials), and 10 participants from the fixed-trial condition (all due to accuracy).

4Note that this is a particularly important aspect to preregister in model application, as a wide variety
of “rules” for RT outlier exclusion can be found in the literature, and even within a single paper.
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Example Application Preregistration

Our example application was preregistered at https://osf.io/39t5x/ (or see Appendix

A for the full preregistration document). We include parts of the preregistraton here. For

example, we preregistered the following hypotheses:

H1 With suitable practice and medium feedback (cf Evans & Brown, 2017),

participants get closer to optimality with each block of trials. (directional)

H2 After suitable practice and medium feedback (cf Evans & Brown,

2017), participants will have an approximately optimal speed-accuracy trade-off.

(directional)

H3 Participants who complete a fixed number of trials are closer to optimality than

participants who complete trials in a fixed amount of time. (directional)

To test these hypotheses, we preregistered the following:

Testing H1/2/3: In addition to the statistical analyses, we will qualitatively compare

the posterior distributions of the decision threshold parameters (actual thresholds for

each block as estimated using the model in Figure 1) against the posterior predictive

distributions for the optimal threshold calculated as above.

Testing H2: Using only the second half of all 20 blocks (11-20, so as to account for

participants adjusting to the task), we will test whether each group, separately, differs

from optimality using Bayes factors, approximated with the Savage-Dickey Ratio on

µc (Wagenmakers et al., 2010, see Figure 2 for the corresponding plate diagram).

Testing H3: Again using only blocks 11-20, we will use the Savage-Dickey method on

∆c (∆c = µc1−µc2) to test whether the groups differ in their distance from optimality.

The preregistered models can be seen in Figures 1, 2, and 3, and further preregistered

information such as on the distributions of the parameters and the relations between them,

and on the parameter estimation method can be found in the full preregistration document

(see Appendix A).

https://osf.io/39t5x/?view_only=15b55ef533ae4e63bc454d8522d20199
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Figure 2. : Plate diagram of the hierarchical structure used for the quantitative model-
based analysis to test whether each group differs from optimality using Bayes factors,
approximated with the Savage-Dickey Ratio on µc. RT stands for reaction time, resp stands
for response accuracy.
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i = 1, ... N

∆c

Figure 3. : Plate diagram of the hierarchical structure used for the quantitative model-based
analysis to test the hypothesis whether the groups differ from each other in their difference
from optimality. RT stands for reaction time, resp stands for response accuracy.
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(a) Fixed Time Group
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(b) Fixed Trial Group

Figure 4. : Plots comparing the posterior distributions of the decision threshold parameters
against the posterior predictive distributions for the optimal threshold, for the fixed time
group (left) and the fixed trial group (right).

Example Application Results

Figure 4 shows the posterior distributions of the decision threshold parameters against

the posterior predictive distributions for the optimal threshold. We can qualitatively observe

the same trend to optimality over time as in Evans & Brown (2017) and Evans et al.

(2018). However, from this qualitative analysis, it is unclear whether the groups differ in

the extent to which they move towards optimality. Testing each group separately reveals

strong evidence for the participants of both groups being too cautious in their decision

making (BFT ime = 149, BFTrial = 31.664). Using the Savage-Dickey method on ∆c leads

to weak evidence for the groups not differing in their distance from optimality (BF = 1.182),

albeit in the direction of the fixed trial group being closer to optimality than the fixed time

group. Fixed-time participants completed an average of 25.66 trials per block, and fixed-

trial participants took an average of 92.93 seconds per block.

Example Application Discussion

Our results do not fully replicate Evans & Brown (2017). In our replication,

participants did move towards optimality given practice and feedback, but there was no
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clear difference between the fixed-time and fixed-trial groups. This may be a result of our

updated statistical analysis methods, as our qualitative pattern of results look similar to

those from Evans & Brown (2017), and it is our new quantitative analyses that suggest

that there is no evidence for a difference between groups. Regardless, our findings indicate

that there is not necessarily a difference between fixed-trial blocks and fixed-time blocks in

how close people are able to come to reward rate optimality, and therefore, this perceived

difference in Evans & Brown (2017) should be interpreted with caution. It should also be

noted that our findings showed strong evidence for participants being suboptimally cautious,

which again is somewhat against the conclusions of Evans & Brown (2017), but makes sense

in the context of Evans et al. (2018) who suggested that only specific experimental designs

(e.g., slower trial-to-trial timing) will result in people achieving reward rate optimality.

General Discussion

In this article, we have proposed a concrete list of modeller’s degrees of freedom,

developed a preregistration template for model application, and showcased the possibility of

preregistering model application studies with an example application. Our overarching goal

was to display how preregistration templates can be developed within areas of psychology

that have diverse hypotheses and complex analyses, such as cognitive modelling, with a

more specific goal of making preregistration in model application more feasible. We also

believe that our concrete list of modeller’s degrees of freedom may be a useful resource for

researchers when they consider which aspects of a model application study may be prone to

flexibility, regardless of whether or not they choose to perform preregistration. However, as

we argued previously, we believe that preregistration is the best tool currently available for

constraining researcher degrees of freedom, and we believe that model application studies

may benefit from the use of preregistration and our template. Importantly, we believe

that our article provides a first step towards bridging the gap between open science and

mathematical psychology, and we hope that our work will provide new insights to the debate

on whether preregistration has utility within cognitive modelling research.
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Nevertheless, deviations from a preregistration should always be possible, for example

if the researcher gained important knowledge in between writing the preregistration and

analysing the data, or if the data violate assumptions of the planned analyses – “the

preregistration of a model and the way it will be used may not survive contact with the

data” (Lee et al., 2019, p. 4). Furthermore, minor accidental omissions which likely do

not affect the outcome can happen with any preregistration, and should be transparently

reported. Although we believe that our preregistration template allowed us to create

a highly constrained preregistration document for our example application, we wish to

note that the amount of freedom available – and therefore, the amount of detail required

in the preregistration – was at times surprising. Even after carefully going over the

example application preregistration several times, we still accidentally omitted a minor

detail about the process of parameter estimation: that we used a migration algorithm to

assist convergence (as did Evans & Brown, 2017; Evans et al., 2018). We hope that the

clear imperfection in our own example application demonstrates several important aspect of

preregistration: that (1) a preregistration is not a prison, (2) it is always possible to make

changes given that they are well motivated and reported in a transparent manner (DeHaven

2017; though see Claesen et al. 2019 for a critical perspective on the lack of transparent

reporting of deviations from preregistered plans), and (3) creating preregistration documents

is a learning process that improves with time. Similarly, exploratory work is important and

should not suffer as a result of an increased move towards preregistered confirmatory work,

and we believe that the interplay of unrestricted creativity and constrained verification

remains important (Wagenmakers et al., 2018).

One potential critique of our preregistration template could be that the prompts are

too open-ended. However, it has previously been found that a format with specific, open-

ended questions is better at restricting researcher degrees of freedom than a purely open

ended template (Veldkamp et al., 2018). Supporting this, it has been argued that some

increase in transparency and constraint is better than none (Nuijten, 2019). Furthermore,

templates that are too long or ask too many questions that are too specific might deter
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researchers from using the template. Therefore, we believe that our preregistration template

strikes a sensible balance between a completely open-ended template and an overly long

template, as our template prompts researchers to disclose key information that relates to

the modeller’s degrees of freedom that we discuss within our article, but does not ask

researchers hundreds of small questions regarding every potential detail of their study.

Limitations

First and foremost, it should be noted that our proposed preregistration template

is an initial proposal of what a preregistration might look like in cognitive modelling, and

specifically for the category of model application. We do not intend for our template to be

a definitive answer to preregistration in cognitive modelling, or even in model application.

Instead, our aim is to create an initial tool for researchers who are interested in preregistering

their model application study, but are unsure of how to do so. Furthermore, although we

attempted to make our template as generalizable as possible, it should be noted that many

of our modeller’s degrees of freedom were inspired by our previous experience working with

evidence accumulation models – the class of models that we applied within our example

application. Researchers more familiar with other classes of models may have different

opinions on which degrees of freedom should be constrained within a model application

preregistration document. It is also possible that researchers may experience unique issues

that are not covered by our preregistration template when attempting to preregister studies

that differ greatly from our example application, such as when using a different class of

model. Therefore, we hope that others will critique and build upon our initial work, leading

to the further development of a range of preregistration templates for cognitive modelling.

A second limitation of our preregistration template is that it only covers the

cognitive modelling category of model application. As stated earlier, we believe that

model application is an ideal category for initial preregistration efforts within cognitive

modelling, as it is highly confirmatory in nature and is the most closely related to purely

experimental research, meaning that it best falls in line with the focus of most previous
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preregistration efforts. However, cognitive modelling studies often involve the interplay

between several categories of cognitive modelling, meaning that some may question the

utility of a preregistration template for a single category of cognitive modelling. For

example, a researcher might want to assess whether a certain parameter estimated from

the cognitive model differs over experimental conditions, but only if the model provides an

adequate account of the data that the parameters are being estimated from, which would

constitute an interplay of model application with model evaluation. We agree that the

potential interplay between different categories of cognitive modelling limits the possible

scope of our preregistration template, though as discussed earlier, we believe that our

template is only an initial step towards preregistration in cognitive modelling, and that

future research may be able to find solutions for the potential interplay between categories.

In the above example, the researcher could combine our preregistration template for model

application with a preregistration template for model evaluation. This would allow the

researcher to evaluate the fit of the model in a constrained way based on a-priori defined

criteria. If the fit is found to be inadequate, the researcher is able to make alterations to the

model based on a-priori defined rules, thereby preventing any uneccessary deviations from

the preregistration for the model application. Although the above scenario is not currently

possible, as currently there is no preregistration template for model evaluation or guidelines

for how to combine these templates, we believe that (1) the preregistration of the model

application aspect of the study would be better than no preregistration at all, and (2) many

cognitive models used in model application are already sufficiently developed to provide

an accurate account of a range of data, meaning that the model evaluation step may not

always be necessary.

Future Directions

When considering the future of preregistration in cognitive modelling, we believe that

mathematical psychology is one of the fields of psychology best suited to creating constrained

preregistration documents. Cognitive modelling is a highly theory-driven field of research
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(van Rooij, 2019), and the formal nature of cognitive models means that they make precise

predictions about empirical data, which when compared to the widespread lack of theory in

other parts of psychology (Muthukrishna & Henrich, 2019) suggests that certain categories

of cognitive modelling – model application, model comparison, and model evaluation –

may lend themselves well to preregistration. However, we believe that this will only be

the case when appropriate tools – such as preregistration templates – are available and

tailored to cognitive modelling research. Therefore, we believe that future research efforts

should focus on developing preregistration templates for the other categories of cognitive

modelling proposed by Crüwell et al. (2019), either through extending our preregistration

template for model application or by creating new preregistration templates. With specific

templates for each category, a project including more than one modelling category could

use the templates for each category to constrain the degrees of freedom in each part of the

process, either simultaneously or sequentially. For example, a researcher might preregister

a model comparison between a series of candidate models to decide which best accounts

for the data, and after conducting this comparison might preregister a model evaluation for

each of the models on a series of data trends to determine why the best model performed

better than the other models. We believe that this system of iterative preregistrations for

different categories of cognitive modelling within a single study provides the ideal balance

between constraint and diversity, as researchers are free to investigate the data in as much

detail as they wish, but each analysis performed is constrained.

At a general level, we believe that there should be an increased focus on the

development of preregistration templates for specific fields and/or methods of research.

Although excessively general templates might seem appealing, as they appear to unite

different fields of research within a single framework, these general templates will often

lack the specificity to properly constrain the researcher degrees of freedom for each field.

No preregistration is perfect, and using an overly general template – or one designed

for a different field of research – is likely better than using no template or eschewing

preregistration entirely. Nevertheles, we believe that future preregistration efforts should
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focus on developing specific preregistration templates for more fields of research, so that

researchers can avoid unnecessarily decreasing their ability to effectively constrain researcher

degrees of freedom.
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Preregistration for

Replicating Evans & Brown (2017)

Sophia Crüwell and Nathan Evans

23 May 2019

1 Study Information

1.1 Title

Replicating Evans & Brown (2017): Do fixed trial sessions lead participants
closer to optimality than fixed time sessions?

1.2 Authors

Sophia Crüwell, Nathan J. Evans

1.3 Description

This study replicates Evans & Brown (2017), focussing on what they termed
the medium feedback condition to investigate if participants in the fixed trials
condition turn out to be closer to optimality than participants in fixed time
sessions, given practice and feedback.

1.4 Hypotheses

H1With suitable practice and medium feedback (cf Evans & Brown, 2017),
participants get closer to optimality with each block of trials. (directional)

H2 After suitable practice and medium feedback (cf Evans & Brown,
2017),participants will have an approximately optimal speed-accuracy trade-
off. (directional)

H3 Participants who complete a fixed number of trials are closer to opti-
mality than participants who complete trials in a fixed amount of time.
(directional)
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2 Data Description for Pre-existing Data

2.1 Name or brief description of dataset(s)

Motion discrimination task with a random dot kinematogram in 70 participants.
The data used for this study is only a relevant subset of the full data set, which
includes more groups and 133 participants in total.

2.2 Is this data open or publicly available?

The data are currently not openly available. They were collected using JATOS
and are stored on a University of Newcastle server.

2.3 How can the data be accessed? Provide link if avail-
able online:

N/A

2.4 Date of download or access:

N/A

2.5 Data Source

Own Lab Collection – the data were collected in 2018 by Tayler Porteiro, Hon-
ours student at the University of Newcastle (Australia).

2.6 Codebook

N/A

2.7 Sampling and data collection procedures

70 participants were recruited at the University of Newcastle and completed the
experiment online, for which they received course credit. The participants were
randomly (and equally) divided into the two groups of fixed trials and fixed
time. The task used the random dot kinetogram, following Evans & Brown
(2017) and Evans et al. (2018).

2.8 Prior work based on the dataset

There does not exist prior work based on this data set.

2.9 Prior Research Activity

We have used all of these variables & some of these models before on this (sub)set
of data.
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2.10 Prior Knowledge current dataset

SC has not analysed these data before. NJE has fit the model from Figure 1 to
the data and checked the results from one of the groups that are not relevant
for the current study, and has run the model-based analyses using the model in
Figure 2 and here also checked the consistency of the Bayes factor approximation
for one of the irrelevant groups.

3 Sampling Plan

N/A as data preexisting

4 Design Plan

N/A as data preexisting

5 Variables

N/A as data preexisting

6 Data Cleaning

6.1 Data exclusion

For all participants, the first block of trials will be excluded to allow for partic-
ipants to become adequately practiced at the task. Trials with response times
below 150ms or above 10000ms will be excluded as anticipatory responses and
trials where participants lost attention, respectively. Participants with task ac-
curacy below 60% or less than 200 eligible trials are excluded. The number of
eligible trials was decided after examining the data but not the dependent vari-
able, based on the number of trials required for accurate parameter estimation.
The original study used 70 % as the accuracy cut-off, but we are using 60 %
following Evans et al. (2018), as this was found to be a more realistic point of
exclusion. We argue that participants performing below 70% may just be ur-
gent, in which case their exclusion might bias our analyses, but those performing
below 60 % would be too close to chance.

6.2 Missing data

N/A – There is no missing data in this data set.
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7 Cognitive Modelling

7.1 Choice of Cognitive Model

As in Evans et al. (2018) the parameters of a simple diffusion model will be
estimated, namely only: drift rate (v), starting point (z), threshold (a), non-
decision time (ter). This differs from Evans & Brown (2017), where the full
diffusion model was estimated, i.e., including between-trial variability parame-
ters for drift rate, starting point, and non-decision time. These between-trial
variability parameters were not relevant for Evans & Brown (2017), and without
them, the simple diffusion model has better parameter recovery results (Lerche
& Voss, 2016). Figure 1 shows a plate diagram of the hierarchical structure used
for the qualitative model-based analysis assessing 1) whether groups appear to
get closer to optimality over time, 2) whether each group differs from optimality,
and 3) whether there appears to be a difference between the groups (see Anal-
ysis Plan for more information); i indexes participants, and j indexes blocks.
Only the threshold parameter varies between blocks, to estimate changes in the
speed accuracy trade-off.

vi zi teri

aj,i

µv µz µter µajσv σz σter
σaj

RTi

respi

i = 1, ... N

j = 2 : 20

Figure 1: Plate diagram of the hierarchical structure used to qualitatively assess
1) whether groups appear to move closer to optimality over time, 2) whether each
group differs from optimality, and 3) whether there appears to be a difference
between the groups. RT stands for reaction time, resp stands for response
accuracy.

The parameters of the estimation model shown in the plate diagram of Figure
1 are distributed as:
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Data level:

(RTi , respi) ∼ Diffusion (vi, zi, teri, a2:20,i)

Group level:

vi ∼ N (µv, σv)
zi

a2:20,i
∼ TN

(

µ z
a
, σ z

a
, 0, 1

)

teri ∼ TN (µter, σter, 0,∞)

a2:20,i ∼ TN (µa2:20
, σa2:20

, 0,∞)

Prior distributions:

µv ∼ N(3, 3)

µ z
a
∼ TN(0.5, 0.5, 0, 1)

µter ∼ TN(0.3, 1, 0,∞)

µa2:20
∼ TN(2, 2, 0,∞)

σv, σa2:20
∼ Γ(1, 1)

σ z
a
, σter ∼ Γ(0.5, 0.5)

Figure 2 and 3 show the hierarchical structures used for the quantitative
model-based analyses. For the first quantitative model-based analysis, the
threshold parameter a is replaced by parameter c (ci = ai − bi, where bi is
the optimal threshold for person i), which does not vary across blocks, as we
are here interested in comparing the mean threshold of each group to the opti-
mal threshold using Bayes factors, approximated with the Savage-Dickey Ratio
on muc (see Analysis Plan for more information). The parameters shown in the
plate diagram of Figure 2 are thus distributed as:
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Data level:

(RTi , respi) ∼ Diffusion (vi, zi, teri, ai)

Group level:

vi ∼ N (µv, σv)
zi

ai
∼ TN

(

µ z
a
, σ z

a
, 0, 1

)

teri ∼ TN (µter, σter, 0,∞)

ci ∼ TN (µc, σc, 0,∞)

Prior distributions:

µv ∼ N(3, 1)

µ z
a
∼ TN(0.5, 0.1, 0, 1)

µter ∼ TN(0.3, 1, 0,∞)

µc ∼ N(0, 0.2)

σ z
a
, σter, σv, σc ∼ Γ(1, 1)

vi zi teri
ci

µv µz µter µcσv σz σter σc

RTi

respi

i = 1, ... N

Figure 2: Plate diagram of the hierarchical structure used for the quantitative
model-based analysis to test whether each group differs from optimality using
Bayes factors, approximated with the Savage-Dickey Ratio on muc. RT stands
for reaction time, resp stands for response accuracy.

In the second model for the quantitative model-based analyses (Figure 3), we
add a third hyperparameter for c, namely the difference parameter ∆c between
the two groups’ means for c. Using this model, we will quantitatively test
whether the groups differ from each other in their distance from optimality
using Bayes factors, approximated with the Savage-Dickey Ratio on ∆c. The
parameters shown in the plate diagram of Figure 3 are thus distributed as:
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Data level:

(RTi , respi) ∼ Diffusion (vi, zi, teri, ai)

Group level Fixed Time:

vi ∼ N (µv, σv)
zi

ai
∼ TN

(

µ z
a
, σ z

a
, 0, 1

)

teri ∼ TN (µter, σter, 0,∞)

ci ∼ N (µc −∆c, σc)

Group level Fixed Trial:

vi ∼ N (µv, σv)
zi

ai
∼ TN (µz, σz, 0, 1)

teri ∼ TN (µter, σter, 0,∞)

ci ∼ N (µc +∆c, σc)

Prior distributions:

µv ∼ N(3, 1)

µ z
a
∼ TN(0.5, 0.1, 0, 1)

µter ∼ TN(0.3, 1, 0,∞)

µc ∼ N(0, 0.2)

µ∆c
∼ N(0, 0.1)

σ z
a
, σter, σv, σa, σ∆c

∼ Γ(1, 1)

7.2 Method of Parameter Estimation

Only Bayesian hierarchical modeling will be used to estimate the parameters of
the diffusion model, constraining individual-level parameters to follow group-
level truncated normal distributions. For the estimation model (see Figure 1),
the two groups (fixed-trial and fixed-time) are given a separate hierarchical
structure, and the group-level parameters are not constrained between groups.
Following Evans & Brown (2017) and Evans et al. (2018), we will use likeli-
hood functions taken from the “fast-dm” toolbox Voss & Voss (2007) for the
calculation of the density function of the simple diffusion model. For the first
model, for sampling from the posterior distributions over parameters, we will
use Markov-chain Monte Carlo with differential evolution proposals (Turner et
al., 2013), using 66 chains, drawing 3,000 samples from each, and discarding the
first 1,500 samples (as in Evans & Brown, 2017, see supplementary materials).
The number of chains differs from that in Evans & Brown (2017), as it is based
on the number of free parameters in the model. For the second and third mod-
els, the same procedure is used with 12 chains (fewer free parameters), 21,000
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vi zi teri ci

µv µz µter µcσv σz σter σc

RTi

respi

i = 1, ... N

∆c

Figure 3: Plate diagram of the hierarchical structure used for the quantitative
model-based analysis to test the hypothesis whether the groups differ from each
other in their difference from optimality. RT stands for reaction time, resp
stands for response accuracy.

samples (to ensure greater precision for the more quantitatively precise Bayes
factors comparison), with the first 1,500 discarded as burn-in.

8 Analysis Plan

8.1 Statistical models

We previously specified three hypotheses:

H1With suitable practice and medium feedback (cf Evans & Brown, 2017),
participants get closer to optimality with each block of trials. (directional)

H2 After suitable practice and medium feedback (cf Evans & Brown,
2017),participants will have an approximately optimal speed-accuracy trade-
off. (directional)

H3 Participants who complete a fixed number of trials are closer to opti-
mality than participants who complete trials in a fixed amount of time.
(directional)

In order to test these hypotheses, we will first need to calculate mean re-
sponse time and accuracy for each participant and both groups. The reward
rate will be calculated using:

PC

MRT + ITI + FDT + (1− PC) ∗ ET
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Here, PC is the probability of a correct response, MRT is the mean correct
response time, ITI refers to the inter-trial interval, FDT refers to feedback
display time, and ET refers to the error time-out.

The optimal threshold setting maximises reward rate given the estimated
values of all other parameters, and is identified by calculating the expected
accuracy and mean response time for each setting of the threshold parameter
(Bogacz et al., 2006).

Our hypotheses will be quantitatively tested by means of only the following
tests:

Testing H2: Using only the second half of all 20 blocks (11-20, so as to
account for participants adjusting to the task), we will test whether each
group, separately, differs from optimality using Bayes factors, approxi-
mated with the Savage-Dickey Ratio on muc (Wagenmakers et al., 2010,
see Figure 2 above for the corresponding plate diagram).

Testing H3: Again using only blocks 11-20, we will use the Savage-Dickey
method on ∆c (∆c = µc1 − µc2) to test whether the groups differ in their
distance from optimality.

8.2 Other analyses

Testing H1/2/3: In addition to the statistical analyses listed in 8.1, we will
qualitatively compare the posterior distributions of the decision threshold
parameters (actual thresholds for each block as estimated using the model
in Figure 1) against the posterior predictive distributions for the optimal
threshold calculated as above.

8.3 Inference criteria

These are the inference criteria for the analyses in 8.1 and 8.2:

1. Criterion for BF testing H2: Following Jeffreys (1961) for the interpre-
tation of strength of evidence given a Bayes Factor. If c = 0, the behaviour
of the group is optimal, if c < 0 it is urgent, and if c > 0 it is cautious.

2. Criterion for BF testing H3: Following Jeffreys (1961) for the interpre-
tation of strength of evidence given a Bayes Factor. If ∆c = 0, the groups
are the same regarding their difference from optimality, and if ∆c < 0 or
∆c > 0, the groups differ in their distance from optimality.

3. Criterion to test H1, qualitatively evaluating the plots comparing pos-
terior to posterior predictive distribution: If the actual thresholds of both
(or one) group(s) clearly show a trend towards optimality, we will conclude
that participants move towards optimising the speed-accuracy trade-off.
Otherwise, our conclusion will be suitably less strong and discuss any lack
of clarity.
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8.4 Exploratory Analyses

We are currently not planning any exploratory analyses.

9 Robustness Checks/Sensitivity Analyses

There are no planned robustness checks or sensitivity analyses.
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